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How do Deaf do Yoga!?

Using lighting, fanning, touch, aromatherapy, foot stomping and
a variety of other techniques to communicate with Deaf during
a yoga class, the Deaf can practice yoga.
Nadelle Gratham
SIGNews staff writer
Many people associate yoga
with “poses” or meditation.
Other people believe it means
the union between mind, body
and spirit. The word yoga
means “union” in Sanskrit,
the language of ancient India
where yoga originated 5,000
years ago. “Union” is defined
as the union between the Universal Consciousness (Divine)
and individual consciousness
(Self). Because of this, yoga
refers to a certain state of consciousness, as well as to the
methods that help an individual experience the state of
Union with the Divine. There
is no preference in religion, as
it is an individual experience
within an individual’s own relationship with the Divine.

What are the Benefits of
Yoga?

There are many benefits for
the individual that practices
yoga. Some are as following:
strengthening the body, encouraging flexibility, reducing
stress, increasing and balancing energy, elevating mood,
improving posture, toning organs and minimizing mental
chatter.

Trying an Exercise for
Yourself

Allow your Self to take a
moment. Breathe with awareness on your heart center.
Breathe slowly and with control. Then inhale – Om 1, Om
2, Om 3, Om 4. Lastly, exhale
– Om 1, Om 2, Om 3, Om 4.
Slow, steady and conscious
breathing. Observe how this
simple exercise makes you feel.
Deaf Yoga, continued on page 16

All the staff members and owners are sign language users, and the children practice fun lessons
such as signing various fruits, colors and phrases.

California Home Preschool Teaches ASL
Kelly Sargent
SIGNews staff writer

A California home preschool that teaches American Sign Language to children has recently expanded
to include more little ones at
morning circle time. Oakley
residents Matt and Debora Jamison welcome 14 youngsters
to Kidz Klub throughout the
week. The children sing and
sign nursery rhymes together, and also exchange polite
“thank you” and “please” signs
during snack times.
Many parents feel that
their hearing-impaired toddlers are benefiting from the
caring, structured and sup-

portive Kidz Klub environment. They feel that the positive learning atmosphere will
nurture their children’s communication skills.
Matt, who is deaf, explains
that if babies are taught sign
language in their first year of
life, they can communicate to
parents before they develop a
voice. Debora recognizes that
when children sign early and
are in deaf homes, they develop their reading skills sooner.
Besides Debora and Matt,
some Kidz Klub staff members sign as well. During circle time, toddlers practice fun
lessons such as signing various
fruits, colors and phrases.
“And at lunch time, nobody

is allowed to eat until we’ve
signed the names of all the
foods,” Debora says, laughing.

Creative Problem-Solving

Last year, Debora cared
temporarily for a hearing, oneyear old girl who had learned
ten signed words while at Kidz
Klub for two weeks. Now almost 2 years old, she returned
to the preschool recently. To
her parents’ amazement, the
little girl recalled all ten signs.
“This little girl’s family is
Russian too, so Russian has
been her first language,” says
Deborah, who also cares for
a Spanish-speaking toddler.
“Since these two children both
speak first languages other
Preschool, continued on page 16

Discovering Deaf Worlds Begins Journey
Rick Postl
SIGNews staff writer
On October 25, Christy
Smith and David Justice kicked
off their yearlong Discovering
Deaf Worlds (DDW) globetrotting trip to New Zealand.
Said Smith and Justice, “The
premise of DDW is to give deaf
people worldwide opportunities to share and appreciate the
languages, life experiences-communication access, education and employment for example-- and cultural stories in
respective countries.”
In a year’s span, the duo
hopes to visit deaf communities in eight countries to “share
and appreciate stories of empowerment, inspiration and
connection between international Deaf communities.”
Another goal of the trip to
promote global deaf awareness
is to draw exposure to the diversity of sign languages from
around the world and connect
international deaf communities to one another.
Have you ever wondered
what deaf people are doing at
the moment in Kenya or Nepal? Wonder no longer! Mes-

favorable strides while other
communities are choking in
the dust of the gallopers far
ahead of the pack.”
After
a
week
in
Christchurch, the Canterbury
Deaf Club, Deaf Association of
New Zealand, and Van Asch
Education Centre prepared a
traditional BBQ and delighted
in the animated expressions of
two perplexed foreign tongues
gulping down Marmite and
Vegamite (both a sticky, dark
brown food paste or New Zealand’s version of America’s
popular peanut butter and jelly
sandwich made of yeast, sugar
and salt and, according to both
Smith and Justice, tastes like a
soy sauce sandwich).

sage boards and video clips on
their website will document
the experiences of deaf communities in the eight countries. One can also sign up for
a free monthly DDW e-newsletter through the DDW website homepage.

Destination #1: New
Zealand

Between October 25 and
December 3, website visitors
learn about the deaf communities in the South and North
islands of New Zealand.
The noticeable all time
high enthusiasm among the
New Zealand deaf community is evident due to the official
recognition of New Zealand
Sign Language in April 2006.
The Van Asch Deaf Education
Centre has its roots in exclusively oral communication instructional methods; however,
has evolved over the past couple of decades to blended, bilingual instructional delivery
systems that includes both oral
communication and signed
communication methods.
While the first leg of the
trip in a somewhat accomplished New Zealand country

David Justice and Christy Smith will post their travel and
experiences of their journey in New Zealand from October 25 to
Dec 3.
of some 223,500 deaf countrymen and women and roughly
7,700 New Zealand Sign Language users has been pleasant,
Smith and Justice are prepared
to observe and document pitiful life conditions and blatant
disregard of the richness of
deafness in society.
“The trip thus far,” said

Smith, “has informed us that
deaf people enjoy the same
riches and sorrows experienced by the American Deaf
Community. We all want the
same things in life and are in
the pursuit of the same outcomes. Some communities
are far ahead of the pack, other communities are making

Creating Possibilities:
Leaving Footprints

Travels beyond New Zealand to Australia, Japan, China, Thailand, India, Nepal,
Kenya and many more places until presumably October
2008 will inform and generate support among website
visitors to enrich the lives of
the deaf communities in these
countries.
Deaf Worlds, continued on page 17
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Raymond Luczak
SIGNews staff columnist
Because I’ve always been
intrigued by woodcarvers and
their craft, I was excited to
learn of Philip Drumm’s web
site (whittledwhimseys.com)
that showed off his versatility
in woodcarving, so I emailed
him a few questions.
SIGNews: How did you become Deaf?
Philip Drumm: I was born
deaf like my three older brothers. My parents were hearing,
but my mother’s father was a
deaf architect in London. My
parents assumed that we deaf
children would do the same so
they taught us how to lipread
and speak, and pass for “hardof-hearing” in school even
though we couldn’t hear our
own speech.
I went to public school
when I was six years old; I did
well with the help of teachers

and classmates. I graduated
cum laude from Lee-McRae Junior College in 1953. I tried to
transfer to Gallaudet but I was
refused (“accreditation already
higher than Gallaudet graduates”) even though my stated
purpose was to learn sign language on my way to becoming
a psychologist. I went instead
to Rutgers and Columbia, but
I dropped out.
SIGNews: How did you become interested in woodcarving?
Drumm: I watched my
brother Jim carve soap, so I
did that. I went on to carve
wood and became a whittler in
every moment of spare time. I
always carried a jackknife and
wood in my back pocket.
SIGNews: Tell me about
your first piece in which you
realized that you could go further than before in your craft?
Drumm: When I whittled

a chain out of a broomstick, I
thought of all the possible intricate carvings I could now
do. By then I’d been exhibiting in woodcarving shows but
I was looking for new fields
to conquer. It was then I discovered art shows, where a
jury would judge the entries.
Then other outstanding artists
would then jury these accepted entries for top prizes during exhibitions in prestigious
galleries.
I looked at these juried
sculptures so I figured I could
do that too. I took a chunk of
black walnut wood, which was
the size of my hand, and carved
it into an egg shape, then
turned my imagination loose
by whittling a triple-hinge so
the egg opened up into four
segments while still connected
as a single piece. The egg had
a triple-segmented cover with
a big “tongue” of wood remaining in the middle. I whittled the “tongue” into a “ball”

Philip Drumm
hanging with chain links from
inside of the egg. As a final
touch, I carved a complex geometric shape loose within the
“ball.” Whee, that was fun!
Now I had the challenge of
getting this kind of work accepted as a “classical” piece acceptable for juried art shows. I
found a broken black walnut
desk chair arm from my collection of wood retrieved from
old furniture discarded on the
streets of New York. I whittled
that into a triple chain, all part
of the same piece, to hold the

egg suspended within it. But
I needed something to spread
the triple chain to contain the
egg, so I used a small boomerang-shaped piece of driftwood. The work needed something more for the judges, so I
looked in my “whimsey box.”
I found an intricately whittled
chair leg to use for hanging the
entire whimsey. Voila! “Ball
Enchained” has won many
prizes and has been exhibited
ever since.

Students Produces “WhyGallaudet?”
Jon Mowl
SIGNews staff writer

Every prospective student,
before applying for Gallaudet,
ask: why Gallaudet? Dr. Dirksen Bauman wanted to answer
the infamous “WhyGallaudet?” question for those prospective students. Sponsored
by the Provost office at Gallaudet University and with
the help of graduate students
Ryan Commerson and Robert
Sirvage, Bauman coordinated
a video contest: “WhyGallaudet?”

Contest Intended for
Recruitment

“This event was for the purpose of recruiting prospective
students to Gallaudet and to
demonstrate the power of media such as video imagery to
frame Gallaudet,” Commerson explained.
The nine teams who entered the competition faced
several challenges in this competition. The first challenge
was completing their product
Deaf Worlds, continued from page
15
As paraphrased from the
DDW website, “Justice and
Smith recognize that they
come from a country abundant in resources.” Their work
also aims to develop a committed sponsorship capacity, for
sponsorships of deaf individuals, cause, school or organization, particularly in underdeveloped countries, lacking
appropriate resources to accomplish their goals.” Sponsorship requests made on their
website and will likely include

An image from the film that
followed nine teams through
the four-day WhyGallaudet?
contest.
in just four days’ time to show
their work front of the judges
on Enrichment Day.
Enrichment Day at Gallaudet was when the faculty
or staff gives numerous workshops for students through the
day to focus on one vital topic.
The second challenge was to
create an original, impacting
and persuasive video with the
pressure of winning the grand
prize of $1,000.

Entries Were Tough for
Judges

The third challenge was

to win-over the judges’ approval; the competitors had
to impress Jon Goodman, an
Emmy-award winning documentary filmmaker.
Dr.
Thomas Baldridge, a professor in the Department of Business, and Marina Dzougoutov, a presidential fellow in art,
also served as judges.
The judges complimented on the nine entries into
the competition: “Really, all
of the students met the criteria of having a hook, a clear
message, and a strong message
on the audience,” Dzougoutov
said praising the competitors’
efforts.
There were no clear cut
winners, some videos showed
astounding visual effects and
some videos were impacting with their storylines. The
judges had a difficult time
choosing the winner because
there were several different
types of videos that were all
persuasive.

NYSD Signs Anthem at Shea Stadium
Jennifer Dans-Willey
SIGNews staff writer

Approximately 100 students, staff and their families
from the New York School for
the Deaf (NYSD) attended the
New York Mets’ game on September 29. Not only was their
attendance to the game special
to them, they also got to sing.
The students and staff signed
the National Anthem to count-

less spectators at the Shea Stadium in honor of National
Deaf Awareness Week. The students researched the meaning
of the national anthem before
signing it. “It was a wonderful
event,” NYSD superintendent
Carriann Ray said. “Being on
the baseball field is very prestigious.” New York Met won the
game against the Florida Marlins that day, but lost a chance
to enter the playoffs.

Christy Smith converses with a native New Zealander, using New
Zealand Sign Language. Smith hopes to release a DVD collection
of her travels with Justice.

be made available in support
of the DDW “vision of drawing more exposure to different
sign languages and common
deaf experiences from around
the world.”
Some $29,800 has been
raised thus far in support of
the trip price tag of $60,000.
Sponsorship and donation information may be found on
the website and checks may
be payable to either David Justice or Christy Smith and sent
to: Discovering Deaf Worlds,
2220 Ridgeway Avenue, Rochester, NY 14626.

Winners Announced!

Gallaudet?, continued on page 22

requests for reading materials,
writing materials, personal
hygiene items, deaf ambassador expertise, assistive technology and money.

DVD Collection Will Be
Made

Documentaries will be created about deaf communities visited and will involve
videographies of various sign
language, folklores, leadership experiences and traditional stories shared by signing storytellers. In the end, a
DVD collection of stories will

